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Subscribe to our Newsletter to receive Special Offers and discover our Novelties !
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Talisman Collection


PERFUME EXTRACT



NEW 
Discover new sensorial horizons and get inspired to live your life to the fullest...
Choose your Talisman and let the magic happen !



Discover
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L'AMOUR ABSOLU EXTRAIT DE PARFUM 100ml


260,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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L'AMOUR ABSOLU EXTRAIT DE PARFUM SAMPLE 2 ml


6,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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TALISMAN EXTRAIT DE PARFUM DISCOVERY SET


18,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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LUCKY CHARM EXTRAIT DE PARFUM 100ml


260,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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LUCKY CHARM EXTRAIT DE PARFUM SAMPLE 2 ml


6,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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NARCOTIC ELIXIR EXTRAIT DE PARFUM 100ml


260,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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NARCOTIC ELIXIR EXTRAIT DE PARFUM SAMPLE 2 ml


6,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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Olfactory Journey


EAU DE PARFUM



This Perfume Collection invites you to a unique Sensory Getawayâ€¦
Seven very Stylish Exclusive Fragrances combining minimalist design and premium raw materials.



Discover













LUXURY HOME FRAGRANCES
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BLACK ONYX SCENTED CANDLE Classic


65,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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SECRET AMBER HOME FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER 500ml


145,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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MEDITERRANEAN PARADISE SCENTED CANDLE Large


149,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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BLACK ONYX HOME FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER 200ml


75,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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SUMPTUOUS SPICES HOME FRAGRANCE DIFFUSER XL


290,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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SECRET AMBER SCENTED CANDLE Classic


65,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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Onyx Collection


LUXURY HOME FRAGRANCES



This Iconic Collection of Premium scented candles and home fragrance diffusers add the perfect fininshing touch to your home.
Choose your scent and create a different atmosphere in each room !



Discover












CONSCIOUS WELLNESS



Deluxe Perfumed Soaps



Elegant solid soaps, liquid soaps and body washes made of natural ingredients and palm oil free. Their formulas are gentle to the skin and enriched with oils and extracts carefully chosen to offer additional benefits.
Discover three delicious new fragrances of this Deluxe Body Care collection: Azzurro, Eden and Neroliâ€¦



Your skin is left pampered, silky to the touch and delicately perfumed.




Discover
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PERFUMES FOR ESCAPISM
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Bliss Collection


EAU DE PARFUM



Enchanting, this Perfume Collection twists and transforms citrus and tea notes into vibrant, timeless Eaux de Parfum.
A  wave of happiness !



Discover
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SENCHA EAU DE PARFUM LUXURY COLLECTION 100ml


210,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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RYOKUCHA EAU DE PARFUM LUXURY COLLECTION 100ml


210,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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BAICHA EAU DE PARFUM LUXURY COLLECTION 100ml


210,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
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KEEMUN EAU DE PARFUM LUXURY COLLECTION 100ml


210,00 â‚¬


QUICK BUY
















TRUE ELEGANCE
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Shadow & Light


EAU DE TOILETTE 



Inspired by the mesmerizing New York skyline, this collection offers a choice of five Eau de Toilette and different sizes: 50ml ideal for travelling, 100ml for daily use and 200ml, with its beautiful vintage-style pump, this perfume will make you feel special !
Oud Inspiration â€“ Woody Amber  â€“  
Bel Iris â€“ Woody Spicy  â€“  
Cuir Insolite â€“ Spicy Floral Woody  â€“  
SinguliÃ¨re Rose ChyprÃ©e â€“ Chypre Floral  â€“  
Secret Amber â€“ Floral Musky  â€“  



Discover







EXCLUSIVE OFFER





OUD INSPIRATION 



Discover Oud Inspiration, with all orders, enjoy a complementary sample of this this perfume that carries us into a woody, citrus atmosphere...A sample (2 ml) will be automatically added to your parcel.



*while stock lasts, restrictions may apply



Discover the Story
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[image: LONDON Travel Diary and Inspiration Guide magazine editorial When creating our perfumes, we are constantly inspired by art, nature, and travel â€¦ We are delighted to give a glimpse into our world. Here is our personal travel guide to London! From London with Love Tower Bridge]


MAGAZINE



EXPLORING LONDON'S HIDDEN GEMS



by the Weltons



We invite you to embark on a unique olfactory journey, where every fragrance tells a story. Drawing inspiration from travel, art, natureâ€¦



"We are delighted to feature a selection of our favourite places and give a glimpse into our world. Here is our personal travel guide to London!"


Read the article
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[image: A Swiss ambassador in London or a British diplomat in Geneva. Possibly both. Thanks to John-Paul Welton, diplomacy only consists of pleasant, scented encounters]
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INTERVIEW



JOHN-PAUL WELTON



A GENTLEMAN'S SECRET SCENTED GUIDE FOR TRAVELLING IN STYLE.


A Swiss ambassador in London or a British diplomat in Geneva. Possibly both. Thanks to John-Paul Welton, diplomacy only consists of pleasant, scented encounters...


by Laurence Arrigo Klove



Read the interview
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